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ABSTRACT

Multiple brain learning sites are needed to calibrate the accuracy of saccadic eye move�

ments This is true because saccades can be made reactively to visual cues� attentively to

visual or auditory cues� or planned in response to memory cues using visual� parietal� and

prefrontal cortex� as well as superior colliculus� cerebellum� and reticular formation The

organization of these sites can be probed by displacing a visual target during a saccade

The resulting adaptation typically shows incomplete and asymmetric transfer between

di�erent tasks A neural model of saccadic system learning is developed to explain these

data� as well as data about saccadic coordinate changes
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INTRODUCTION

Saccades are rapid� ballistic eye movements which can be triggered by a variety of cues�

including visual� auditory and planned cues A key question is how multiple sources

of saccadic commands are integrated This integration requires learning For example�

auditory cues are initially represented in head�centered coordinates� because the ears are

�xed in the head� whereas visual cues are initially represented in retinal coordinates� and

the eyes move in the head On the other hand� saccadic eye movements are often controlled

by motor error coordinates� which represent the movement required to �xate the target

�Mays � Sparks� ����� These several coordinate systems are consistently mapped onto

one another through a learning process

Gain Learning and Map Learning

There are at least two key types of saccadic learning	 gain learning and map learning

Gain learning is proposed to take place in the cerebellum �Grossberg� ����� Marr� �����

Albus� ����� Fujita� ����� Ito� ����� Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Dean� Mayhew� �

Langdon� ����� Fiala� Grossberg� � Bullock� ����� Grossberg � Merrill� ����� Houk�

Buckingham� � Barto� ������ where it uses visual error signals due to incorrect saccades

to adaptively tune the total input amplitude that reaches the saccade generator in the

reticular formation� and in this manner keeps saccades accurate as eye muscles and other

body parameters change Gain learning is speci�c to amplitude� direction� and task �Wolf�

Deubel� � Hauske� ����� For example� adapting the amplitude of � degree saccades has

little e�ect on the amplitude of � degree saccades �Albano� ����� Map learning allows

the intermodal mixing of signals For example� map learning allows visual cues� which

are coded in a retinotopic coordinate system� to work together with auditory cues� which

are coded in a head�centered coordinate system� to control saccadic movement parameters

that are coded in a motor error coordinate system Map learning can occur in several

parts of the brain that are implicated in saccadic control� including the posterior parietal

cortex� prefrontal cortex� and superior colliculus �Grossberg and Kuperstein� ����� Zipser

and Anderson� ����� Grossberg� Roberts� Aguilar� and Bullock� �����

Step Task

A number of researchers have studied saccadic learning� and this work provides a powerful

probe of the saccadic control circuits �Fitzgibbon� Goldberg� � Segraves� ����� Frens �
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van Opstal� ����� Deubel� ����� Melis � Van Gisbergen� ����� Deubel� ����� These

studies implicate the superior colliculus �SC�� parietal cortex �PC�� frontal cortex �FC��

and the cerebellum �CBLM� in such saccadic control Many of these studies used the

target displacement paradigm �McLaughlin� ����� Hallett � Lightstone� ����� Figure �A

shows the step version of this paradigm

�Figure ��

The eye�s position� shown by the dotted line� initially foveates a �xation point� shown

by the dashed line When the �xation point is turned o�� a target appears� shown by the

solid line in Figure �A The subject�s task is to saccade to this target Before the saccade

terminates� the eye tracking computer detects the saccade and displaces the target by a

small amount The subject is not consciously aware of the displacement due to saccadic

suppression �Bridgeman� Hendry� � Stark� ����� Shioiri � Cavanagh� ����� Li � Matin�

������ and since the displacement is small However� the saccadic system detects the

shift� and the saccade amplitude slowly adapts to anticipate the target displacement A

typical adaptation pro�le is shown in Figure �B The amplitude of the saccade is gradually

reduced or lengthened over trials to foveate the displaced target Less than two hundred

trials are typically necessary before adaptation is complete in humans �Deubel� ������ and

typically ��� are necessary in monkey �Fitzgibbon et al�� ����� Melis � Van Gisbergen�

����� Following adaptation� if the target is no longer displaced� the learning extinguishes

Electrical and Memory Tasks

Other versions of the target displacement paradigm also result in saccadic adaptation

�Deubel� ����� ����� These tasks are shown in Figure � In the electrical task �Figure

�A�� the subject initially views a �xation point After the �xation point is extinguished�

an electrical pulse is delivered to the superior colliculus� resulting in a saccade If a

visual target is then shown slightly displaced from the endpoint of the saccade� adaptation

occurs In the memory task �Figure �B�� a target is brie�y �ashed Once the �xation

point is extinguished� the subject is required to saccade to where the target was located

Thus� the memory task requires the subject to store the target position after the �ash

terminates During the saccade� the target is reilluminated� but in a displaced location

�Figure ��
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Overlap and Scanning Tasks

In the overlap task �Figure �C� the target and �xation point are on simultaneously The

subject is only allowed to perform the saccade when the �xation point disappears By

varying the amount of time the target and �xation point are simultaneously on� the ex�

perimenter can control the preparation the subject has before making a saccade In the

scanning task �Figure �D�� the subject is required to sequentially foveate a number of

letters �Deubel� ����� ����� After each saccade� the entire display is shifted slightly This

also results in saccadic adaptation

Task�Speci�c Adaptation

One of the most interesting things about saccadic adaptation is that if one task type is

adapted� this learning does not necessarily transfer to other task types �Fitzgibbon et al��

����� Erkelens � Hulleman� ����� Edelman � Goldberg� ����� Frens � van Opstal� �����

Deubel� ����� Edelman � Goldberg� ����� Fujita� Amagai� � Minakawa� ����� Fuchs�

Reiner� � Pong� ����� Melis � Van Gisbergen� ����� Deubel� ����� For example� Fitzgib�

bon et al� ������ and Melis and Van Gisbergen ������ found that step task adaptation

does not transfer to saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of the SC in monkey How�

ever� electrical task adaptation resulted in ��� learning transfer to the step task �Melis �

Van Gisbergen� ����� The transfer between the step and electrical tasks is asymmetric�

and incomplete Human adaptation data also reveal asymmetries �Deubel� ����� These

data suggest that multiple sites exist at which saccadic adaptation occurs

Why might such task�speci�c adaptation occur� It is well known that a large number

of brain areas are involved in saccadic control Some of these areas are more active in

certain tasks than in other tasks For example� the frontal eye �elds �FEF� are primarily

involved in planned eye movements �Burman � Segraves� ����� Henik� Rafal� � Rhodes�

����� Further� there is multimodal convergence of visual� auditory� and planned signals

on the SC and the paramedian pontine reticular formation �PPRF� �Meredith � Stein�

����� Thus there is likely varying amount of signal reaching the SC and PPRF depending

on task This paper presents a model that explains the task�speci�c adaptation data as a

manifestation of the adaptive mechanisms which allow visually reactive� visually attentive�

auditory� and planned saccades to all be made accurately� even though they are controlled

by di�erent combinations of brain regions Some of this work has been brie�y reported in

Gancarz and Grossberg ������ ����a�
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METHODS

Reactive� Attentive� and Planned Movement Processing Streams

The starting point of the present work is the SACCART model of how a multimodal

movement map is learned in the SC �Grossberg� Roberts� Aguilar� � Bullock� ����� A

simpli�ed schematic diagram of the SACCART model is shown in Figure �A The model

simulates how visually reactive� visual and auditory attentive� and planned saccadic target

positions become aligned through learning and compete to generate a movement command

This occurs by learning a transformation between attentive and planned head�centered

representations and a motor error target representation in the deeper layers of the SC

The model provides functional roles for SC burst� buildup� and �xation cell types �Munoz

� Wurtz� ����a� ����b� Munoz� Waitzman� � Wurtz� ����� The burst cells or peak

decay �PD� layer generate teaching signals to the buildup cell or spreading wave �SW�

layer The spreading wave layer displays a spreading wave of neural activity as a result

of the process which renders the head�centered and motor error coordinates dimensionally

consistent The SACCART model simulated data about burst and buildup cell responses

in visual� overlap� memory� gap� and multimodal saccade tasks �Meredith � Stein� �����

Munoz � Wurtz� ����a�

�Figure ��

The SACCART model did not integrate the SC with the saccade generator that exists

in the paramedian pontine reticular formation �PPRF�� the gain learning circuits that

occur in the cerebellum �CBLM�� or the map learning mechanisms within the attentive

and working memory circuits of the parietal �PPC� and prefrontal cortex �PFC�� although

the model did incorporate attentive and planned inputs to the SC The present article

extends the SACCART model to explicitly include these areas and their saccade�relevant

adaptive processes Simulations show that the extended model�s mechanisms can explain

the rather complex pattern of asymmetric and incomplete task�speci�c saccadic adaptation

data� as well as additional data about vector saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of

the SC and goal�oriented saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of the dorsomedial

frontal cortex

The extended model has three processing streams	 a reactive stream� an attentive

stream� and a planned stream� as shown in Figure �B The streams have di�erent laten�

cies The reactive stream is primarily involved in saccades made to �ashing lights The

reactive stream has the shortest latency of the three streams as it is mediated� in part�
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through the direct connections between the retina and the superior colliculus The reactive

stream is proposed to be the means whereby very young children can make saccades to

changing visual cues The visual errors generated in this way are corrected by cerebellar

learning until reactive saccades are accurate �Grossberg and Kuperstein� ����� The at�

tentive stream is mediated through visual and parietal cortex and has a medium latency

�Mountcastle� Anderson� � Motter� ����� Robinson� Bushnell� � Goldberg� ����� Posner�

Walker� Friedrich� � Rafal� ����� Steinmetz � Constantinidis� ����� In the model� the

attentive stream controls saccades made in a step task The planned stream is mediated

through prefrontal cortex and the frontal eye �elds whose working memory capabilities aid

in saccadic planning �Zingale � Kowler� ����� Goldman�Rakic� ����� Wilson� �O Scalaidhe�

� Goldman�Rakic� ����� Goldman�Rakic� ����� Fuster� ����� The planned stream has

the longest latency since its signals must pass all the way through frontal cortex The

planned stream controls long latency saccades such as those made in overlap and memory

tasks The model proposes that learning is distributed across these pathways in a way that

can explain the task�speci�c adaptation data

The three streams converge on the SC� where a target is chosen �Schiller� True� �

Conway� ����� Mays � Sparks� ����� Grossberg et al�� ����� The activity of each stream

depends on a number of factors such as saccade latency and task type� much as the frontal

eye �eld has the longest latency and is primarily involved in planned eye movements

�Segraves � Park� ����� Thus� the total amount of signal reaching the SC may depend

upon the task As a result of this task�speci�c variation in total input to the SC� as well

as to other saccade�controlling brain regions �Munoz � Wurtz� ����a� ����b� Edelman �

Goldberg� ������ it would be possible for each task type to generate saccades of di�erent

amplitude and
or direction in response to a target at a �xed position In order to accurately

calibrate saccades in all task types� each stream needs to be able to adaptively compensate

for this type of variability

As noted above� two types of learning occur in the model	 gain learning and map

learning As shown in Figure �A� gain learning �represented by the half circles� is proposed

to occur in the cerebellum� whereas map learning can occur between several di�erent brain

regions As shown by the triangles� model map learning occurs in the PPC and between the

PFC and the FEF Note that the model stage labeled VC
PPC is a retinotopic map� like

those found both in visual as well as parietal cortex �Barash� Bracewell� Fogassi� Gnadt�

� Andersen� ����a� Schall� Morel� King� � Bullier� ����� The model stage labeled PPC

codes targets in head�centered coordinates� and map learning occurs between these two
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stages �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Zipser � Andersen� ����� It is possible that both

of these representation coexist in the PPC� or involve visual cortex To illustrate the site

of map learning� the PPC is broken into two boxes in the diagram Each type of learning

will now be discussed in detail

�Figure ��

Cerebellar Gain Learning

Each of the model streams participates in gain learning in the cerebellum Gain learning

keeps saccades accurate as eye muscles and other body parameters change� and is speci�c

to amplitude� direction� and task The model SC� VC
PPC� and FEF each send sam�

pling signals to the cerebellum These signals can reach the cerebellum through known

connections with the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis �NRTP� and the pontine nuclei

�Crandall � Keller� ����� Thielert � Thier� ����� Experimental studies have implicated

the cerebellum in motor learning �Eccles� ����� Perrett� Ruiz� � Mauk� ������ and a num�

ber of models of such learning have been proposed �Grossberg� ����� Marr� ����� Albus�

����� Fujita� ����� Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Dean et al�� ����� Fiala et al�� �����

Grossberg � Merrill� ����� Houk et al�� �����

Figure �B shows how gain learning operates in the present model Each location in

the SC map sends sampling signals to the CBLM via mossy �bers These sampling signals

are multiplied by adaptive weights The weighted sampling signals each input to the

paramedian pontine reticular formation �PPRF�� which contains the saccade generator

�Raybourn � Keller� ����� Noda� Sugita� � Ikeda� ����� By contributing more or less

signal to the PPRF� the adaptive weights can modify the amplitude of a saccade If a

saccade is inaccurate� a visual error teaching signal adjusts the adaptive weights to reduce

the saccadic error �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� This teaching signal is proposed to be

carried by cerebellar climbing �bers� which originate in the inferior olive �IO� �Ojakangas

� Ebner� ����� The IO likely receives the error signal from the SC to IO connection �Ito�

�����

In addition to the SC� the model VC
PPC and the model FEF also send sampling

signals to the cerebellum �Crandall � Keller� ����� Thielert � Thier� ������ and each

stream�s adaptive weights are taught using the same teaching signal from the IO Learning

in the various task types shown in Figure � is mediated by di�erent streams in the model

Electrical trial adaptation modi�es the reactive �SC� cerebellar weights Step trial learning

involves the attentive stream�s weights �VC
PPC� Finally� overlap and scanning adapta�
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tion primarily modi�es the planned stream�s �FEF� cerebellar weights In the present

model� the primary determinants of which areas are involved in a task is whether a target

is visually present at the time of the saccade� as well as the latency of the saccade For

example� during a visually�guided task� it is known that both the superior colliculus as well

as the visual and parietal cortices become active �Schall� ������ and this also occurs in the

model On the other hand� when a short�latency visually�guided saccade is produced� the

model�s PFC is not signi�cantly active since the target signal must pass through numerous

stages to reach the PFC

A hypothesis of the current model is that the sampling signals from the three streams

compete through mutual inhibition and that this competition typically favors the attentive

and planned streams This competition may occur in the cerebellum �Eccles� Ito� � Szen�

tagothai� ������ or in the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis �NRTP� or pontine nuclei�

which are way�stations through which sampling signals pass on their way to the CBLM

�Crandall � Keller� ����� Schall� ����� Gamlin � Clarke� ����� Essentially� this com�

petition realizes a hierarchy of control between the model streams The planned stream

sampling signals can override the attentive streams signals� and both of these can override

the reactive stream sampling signals In this manner� if one area�s weights are modi�ed

�such as those of the SC�� this learning may not disrupt the calibration of the other streams

Head Map Learning

Map learning allows the intermodal mixing of signals For example� a parietal head�

centered map �Andersen� Essick� � Siegel� ����� Stricanne� Andersen� � Mazzoni� ������

which codes targets in terms of their position with respect to the head� allows these visual

cues to cooperate or compete for attention with auditory cues� which are coded directly in

head�centered coordinates A head�centered target representation is also useful for storing

several sequential target positions in short�term memory� since if a saccade to a stored

target position is inaccurate� a head�centered target position does not need to be updated

or recoded If the target position were stored retinally and updated after each intervening

saccade� as proposed by Goldberg and his colleagues �Duhamel� Colby� � Goldberg� �����

Colby� Duhamel� � Goldberg� ������ one would expect a substantial accumulation of error

as the number of intervening saccades was increased However� Karn� Moller� and Hayhoe

������ found only a slight increase in error when subjects performed saccades to memorized

targets �ashed before a number of intervening saccades were made They interpreted their

data as supporting a head�centered target representation� since to account for their results
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with an updating mechanism would require an unlikely degree of precision in the eye

position signal Such a head�centered representation may exist in the parietal cortex� as

well as the dorsomedial frontal cortex �DMFC�� where electrical stimulation results in goal�

directed saccades �Mann� Thau� � Schiller� ����� Lee � Tehovnik� ����� that terminate

in a particular region of craniotopic space� irrespective of the initial eye position� as we

simulate below

The head�centered representation of target position is formed in the model by combining

retinal target positions with initial eye positions Signals from the retinotopic visual map

are multiplied by adaptive weights The weighted retinal input� when combined with an eye

position signal� forms a head�centered vector representation in the PPC �Figure �A� The

adaptive weights between the retinal map and the PPC head�centered representation are

learned in the model by using a corollary discharge of eye position� after a saccade occurs�

as a teaching signal This teaching signal adjusts the adaptive weights until there is no

further error between the head�centered target representation and the actually realized eye

position �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Grossberg� Guenther� Bullock� � Greve� �����

Eye position after an accurate saccade can be used as a teaching signal with which to

learn the head�centered target because such a saccade foveates the target In this way� the

visual error signals that make reactive saccades accurate may be used to learn an accurate

head�centered parietal map

Working Memory Target Storage

Attended targets in the PPC are stored in the model PFC This is consistent with �ndings

suggesting that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex �PFC� is involved in working memory

storage of targets �Goldman�Rakic� ����� Wilson et al�� ����� Goldman�Rakic� ����� Like

the model PPC� the model PFC stores targets in a head�centered representation However�

unlike the PPC� model PFC cells can continue to store a target after another target is

attended by the the model� and take longer to be activated To trigger a saccade� targets

that are stored in the PFC are transformed into a motor�error map so they can compete

with reactive and attentive targets in the SC of the model This transformation is learned

in the model by using a corollary discharge of eye position to teach the map weights�

after an accurate saccade occurs �Grossberg et al�� ����� Grossberg et al� ������ have

shown how the transformation from a head�centered target to a motor�error map results

in a spreading wave of activity� as has been found among the buildup cells in the deeper

layers of the SC �Munoz � Wurtz� ����b� The transformation from the head�centered
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planned target to a motor�error map allows reactive� attentive� and planned input sources

to compete in a common coordinate system in the SC to select a winning target location

�Grossberg et al�� �����

RESULTS

The model is described by di�erential equations representing cell activities� as given in the

Appendix The following simulations illustrate that the model can explain many aspects

of the saccadic adaptation data

Transfer Between Electrical and Step Tasks

Fitzgibbon et al� ������ adapted a monkey�s saccades in a step task and� interspersed with

these step trials� electrically stimulated the SC �electrical trials� The results from this

experiment are shown in Figure �A� where triangles denote the amplitudes of electrically

elicited saccades and dots the step trial amplitudes For the �rst few trials� the amplitudes

of step and electrical saccades were the same Soon� however� the amplitude of step

saccades decreased due to the target displacement The step trial adaptation does not

a�ect the amplitudes of electrical saccades� as illustrated by the central group of triangles

in the data plot During the last few hundred trials� the target was no longer displaced�

and the learning was extinguished

�Figure ��

A simulation of the Fitzgibbon et al� ������ experiment is summarized in Figure �B�

which replicates the time course of adaptation� as well as the lack of adaptation transfer

between the step and electrical tasks The model �rst performed a single electrically elicited

trial in which a caudal location of the model SC was stimulated The amplitude of the

saccade for this task is shown by the leftmost triangular point After the �rst electrical trial�

a number of step trials �dots� were performed in which the target was displaced by a �xed

amount from the initial target position� which caused saccade size to decrease gradually

as cerebellar learning occurs Then� another electrical trial was performed Note that the

amplitude of the electrical saccade did not decrease No transfer of learning occurred from

the step to the electrical task Next� the model again performed a number of step tasks�

this time without target displacement� so that learning is extinguished Finally� another

electrical trial was performed The shape of the adaptation pro�le in the simulation� as

well as the lack of learning transfer� matches that from the experiment by Fitzgibbon et al�
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Figure �C shows the reverse case	 electrical trial adaptation and step tests In the

electrical adaptation trials� a caudal location of the model SC was stimulated to simulate

electrical stimulation of the SC At the end of the elicited saccade� a visual target was

presented at a �xed position which was slightly displaced from the unadapted electrically

elicited saccade endpoint This resulted in adaptation� such that the amplitude of the

electrically elicited saccade changed to land closer to the visual target Step trials were

interspersed with the electrical adapt trials There was little transfer of learning between

the tasks� in agreement with experimental data �Melis � Van Gisbergen� �����

The amount of adaptation transfer between two tasks �adapt task A� test task B� can

be de�ned by	

�transfer �
�B

�A
���

where �A is the change in saccade amplitude for Task A �the adapted task in which the

target is displaced� and �B is the change in saccade amplitude for Task B after adaptation

has occurred in Task A If target displacement during Task A trials causes Task B trials to

change in amplitude by a similar amount� then ���� transfer has occurred The amount

of transfer from Figure � is shown in Table �� along with experimental data in monkey for

comparison In the boxes� the left number is experimental data �Melis � Van Gisbergen�

������ and the right number the simulation result

�Table ��

The low levels of learned transfer between the step and electrical tasks occurs in the

model because the tasks are controlled by di�erent model streams In the electrical task�

only the later stages of the visually reactive stream are activated� since only the SC is

stimulated and no visual target is presented The SC�activated cerebellar weights are

thus read out during such a saccade �Crandall � Keller� ����� Thielert � Thier� �����

As a result� if the target is displaced� these reactive weight strengths change to adjust

the saccade No learning occurs in the attentive or planned cerebellar weights because

those streams are not activated by electrical stimulation of the SC There is some learning

transfer from electrical adaptation to step trials in the model ���� for the present choice

of parameters�� since in the step task� a visual target is present� so both the attentive

stream and the reactive stream are activated via the VC and PPC During a step saccade�

the attentive stream cerebellar weights tend to dominate the saccade amplitude� since

attentive stream sampling signals override reactive stream sampling signals due to a mutual
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competition which favors the attentive stream However� since the SC cells are also fully

active� some reactive sampling activity survives the competition� and thus in�uences the

saccade generator� resulting in partial learning transfer

Based on the above� one might expect that some transfer to electrical test trials may

occur as a result of step adaptation trials However� it is known that SC burst cell activity

decays with current gaze error �Munoz � Wurtz� ����a�� while VC and PPC activity tends

to persist well after saccade termination �Barash� Bracewell� Fogassi� Gnadt� � Andersen�

����b� Model SC burst cell activity also decays with current gaze error �Grossberg et al��

����� Thus� during a step trial saccade� both the reactive and attentive streams can

in�uence the saccade As the saccade progresses� however� the reactive stream becomes

less and less active� since the SC burst cell activity decays By the time the visual teaching

signal arrives� only the attentive sampling signals are present For this reason� only the

attentive weights learn during a step adaptation trial� and there is no learning transfer

from step to electric trials In summary� during an electrical trial� learning occurs only

in the reactive cerebellar weights� whereas during a step trial� learning occurs only in the

attentive weights

Transfer Between Step and Overlap Tasks� Role of Saccade Latency

Deubel ������ ����� showed that the amount of transfer from an adapted step task to an

overlap task depends on the saccade delay� as shown in Figure �A Saccade delay is the

amount of time between peripheral target appearance and saccade onset The saccade

delay was varied in the overlap task by changing when the �xation point disappeared

Open circles in the Figure show overlap saccade amplitude as a function of saccade delay

before step adaptation trials were performed Filled circles show overlap amplitude as

a function of delay after step adaptation trials These step adaptation trials decreased

saccade amplitude At short saccade delays� the overlap amplitude decreased substantially

due to the step adaptation trials There is nearly complete learning transfer from the

adapted step trials to the overlap trials However� at larger delays� step adaptation has

only had a small e�ect on overlap trial saccade amplitude

�Figure ��

Figure �B shows the results from a simulation of Deubel�s experiment The model �rst

performed a number of overlap trials in which the �xation point o�set time was varied from

� to ��� ms This resulted in a variety of saccade delays The saccade amplitude from these

trials is plotted by the line labeled �pre�adapt� in the Figure Then the model performed a
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number of step adaptation trials in which the target was displaced and adaptation occurred

These trials are not shown in the Figure Finally� the model was again tested in an overlap

task� and the �xation point o�set time varied These results are plotted by the �post�

adapt� line With short saccade delays� the step adaptation transfers to the overlap trials

However� with long saccade delays �ample preparation�� there is little transfer Thus� the

amount of transfer in the model depends on saccade delay� as in the human data

The dependence of learning transfer on saccade delay occurs in the model as follows

During step trials� or overlap trials in which the �xation point goes o� rapidly �short sac�

cade delay�� the attentive gains from the visual and parietal cortex are read out� and it

is these weights which learn when the target is displaced Thus� step trials and overlap

trials with short saccade delays share a common set of cerebellar gains This results in

step adaptation transferring to short delay overlap trials In the step and short delay over�

lap trials� the planned stream does not have su�cient time to become activated �since its

signals must pass all the way through prefrontal cortex�� and thus the planned stream cere�

bellar weights are unchanged by step trial adaptation As the saccade delay is increased�

the planned stream begins to a�ect the saccade The planned stream sampling signals

compete with the attentive stream sampling signals As the planned stream becomes very

active� its sampling signals dominate� as the planned stream occupies the highest position

in the stream hierarchy of control The planned streams sampling signals are favored over

the attentive streams sampling signals in the sampling signal competition� just as the at�

tentive streams sampling signals override those of the reactive stream Thus� with long

saccade delays� the planned stream cerebellar weights are read out These weights were

unchanged by the step trial target displacement For this reason� overlap trials with long

saccade delays are relatively una�ected by step trial adaptation

Transfer Between Scanning and Memory Tasks� Role of Map Learning

As discussed earlier� a head map uses the intermodal mixing of signals to learn a coordinate

transformation It will now be shown how it can� as a result� also lead to an adaptation

asymmetry between scanning and memory tasks� as found in the data �Table ��	 Scanning

adaptation transfers nearly completely to memory trials� but memory adaptation does not

transfer to scanning trials �Deubel� ����� �����

As shown in Figure �A� model map learning occurs in the PPC as well as between the

PFC and the FEF The PPC learns to code targets in a head�centered coordinate system�

and the PFC to FEF weights learn to recode a head map into a motor error vector This
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learning is needed to render targets in the model PPC and PFC� which are coded in

a head�centered coordinate system� dimensionally consistent with the FEF and the SC�

which code targets in a motor�error coordinate system �Andersen et al�� ����� Grossberg

� Kuperstein� ����� Zipser � Andersen� ����� Kurylo � Skavenski� �����

It is important to consider what e�ect target displacement has on the various map

weights of the model Target displacement in the various tasks modi�es the PPC head

map weights� since these weights are learned using eye position after the primary saccade�

and target displacement modi�es this saccade amplitude However� this reorganization of

the internal target representation occurs slowly since the head map learning is parasitic to

the gain learning in the cerebellum By this we mean that because the head map is learned

using �nal eye position after a saccade� until the saccade amplitude changes signi�cantly�

the head map does not change Thus� much as the model head map can only be learned

after reactive saccades have been rendered accurate by cerebellar learning� any head map

reorganization depends on cerebellar gains changing the saccade amplitude Also� since

in the model the VC
PPC map holds one target at a time� after target displacement�

the displaced target excites a new location in the VC
PPC map This new target activity

inhibits the old target representation� thus eliminating the head map sampling signal which

serves as a substrate for learning During electrical adaptation trials in which the SC is

stimulated� there is no parietal head map reorganization since� in this type of trial� the

VC
PPC map is not active

What is the e�ect of target displacement on the weights read out of the PFC� Target

displacement during a step trial or other short latency saccade has little e�ect on the the

PFC to FEF learned weights because the PFC does not have su�cient time to become

activated due to the short saccadic latency during step tasks However� in the scanning�

overlap� and memory tasks� the target displacement does modify the learned weights be�

tween the PFC and the FEF This occurs because the saccadic latency of those tasks is

su�cient to allow the PFC to become active� and this mapping� like the head map� is

learned using an eye position teaching signal that is registered after a saccade As a result�

after saccadic adaptation in the scanning and memory tasks� a target stored in the PFC

activates a slightly di�erent location in the FEF

How do these processes in�uence the asymmetry in learning transfer between scanning

and memory tasks� Target displacement in both the scanning and memory tasks modi�es

the target location read out of the PFC� as described above However� in addition to

connections from the PFC �Schall� ������ the FEF is also known to receive input from
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extrastriate and parietal cortical areas �Fischer � Boch� ����� Schall et al�� ������ see

Figure �A Typically� the visual
attentive �VC
PPC� input and the memory �PFC� input

to the FEF will be in agreement� and code the same amplitude saccade However� after

saccadic adaptation in a scanning or memory task� the model adaptive weights between

the PFC and the FEF will have been modi�ed� and thus the PFC will excite a slightly

di�erent location in the FEF from the direct visual input The visual and attentive input

from the model striate and extrastriate visual areas is� however� stronger than the memory

�PFC� input to the FEF� and therefore overrides the modi�ed memory signal

Scanning adaptation transfers to memory trials in the model as follows During the

scanning adaptation trials� the map weights between the PFC and the FEF are modi�ed

The PFC head map stores a target as a position of the eye in the head� and sends this

information to the FEF Scanning adaptation trials modify the location read out to the

FEF such that the value sent is the location of the target in the head after the displacement

�the target shift� During subsequent memory trials� the target eye location read out from

memory �PFC� is the displaced target location This means that scanning adaptation

transfers to memory trials

Memory adaptation does not transfer to scanning trials despite the fact that memory

adaptation trials also modify the head weights between the PFC and the FEF In subse�

quent scanning trials� the memory and visual inputs to the FEF are out of alignment Since

the visual
attentive inputs to the FEF in the model are stronger than the memory inputs�

the unadapted saccade coded by the visual signal tends to dominate Thus� memory adap�

tation does not transfer signi�cantly to the scanning task The direct connection from the

retina to the SC also helps ensure� that when the memory and the visual representation

of the target disagree� the saccade is made to the visual input

The hypothesis that visual
attentive inputs dominate memory inputs to the FEF is

consistent with the role of visual
attentive inputs as teaching signals for learning� and

maintaining accurate calibration of� the mapping from the PFC head map to the FEF

motor�error map Since these visual
attentive teaching signals are likely to be more accu�

rate than memory traces� they dominate the memory traces in the model

These remarks hold for the case in which both vision and memory represent the same

target locations If the visually attended location represents a di�erent location than the

memory trace� then feedback connections from the PFC to the PPC may ensure that the

planned target dominates� by changing the focus of attention in the PPC to the memorized

location �Grossberg and Merrill� ����� Such feedback connections were not included in
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the model as they were not needed to explain the present data

These feedback connections are� however� conceptually important because they suggest

how planned targets can dominate vision when recalibration is not required� even though

vision can dominate memory traces when recalibration may be required This hypothesis

is consistent with the fact that the model�s planned stream dominates the competition at

the cerebellum� too� as was used to analyze the data in Figure � The planned output to

the cerebellum is derived from the model FEF� but only after visual
attentive and memory

traces at the PPC and PFC have determined which FEF vector will be activated Thus�

although vision can instruct the PFC�to�FEF mapping� the planned stream dominates�

other things being equal

Transfer Summary

Table � compares the simulation transfer results to experimental data for human and mon�

key in a variety of tasks �Melis � Van Gisbergen� ����� Deubel� ����� Possible di�erences

between monkey and human saccadic adaptation data are reviewed in the Discussion

Where experimental data exists� there is a qualitative match in gain transfer Where there

are not yet experimental data� the model makes testable predictions For example� the

model predicts that memory adaptation will not transfer to saccades elicited by electrical

stimulation of the deeper SC layers This occurs in the model since memory adaptation

is mediated by the map weights between the PFC and the FEF� and does not modify the

cerebellar gains which are read out during electrical stimulation of the SC The model also

predicts that electrical trial adaptation will only have a limited e�ect on overlap� scan�

ning� and memory trials� since the attentive and planned cerebellar gains override the SC

reactive cerebellar gains

Vector and Goal�Directed Saccades

The above explanations involve the transformation of saccade�generating data between

retinotopic� head� and motor�error coordinates Various other data are consistent with

these model hypotheses For example� when the SC or the FEF is electrically stimulated�

vector�like saccades are produced in which the saccade direction and size are largely in�

dependent of the initial eye position �Robinson � Fuchs� ����� Schiller � Stryker� �����

Figure �A shows the results of four trials in which the SC of the model was electrically

stimulated The initial eye position was varied for each trial However� the stimulation

location� strength� and duration were all held constant The amplitude and direction of
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each saccade is the same� showing that the electrical stimulation of the model SC evokes

vector saccades Stimulation of the model FEF produces similar results Eventually� at

more eccentric starting positions� the saccades would become shorter� if only because of

cell saturation and approach to the edge of the workspace

�Figure ��

When the dorsomedial frontal cortex �DMFC� is electrically simulated� goal�directed

saccades are produced� which terminate in a particular region of craniotopic space� irre�

spective of the initial eye position� as shown in Figure �C �Mann et al�� ����� Tehovnik�

Lee� � Schiller� ����� Lee � Tehovnik� ����� Figure �B shows a simulation in which the

model�s PFC was electrically stimulated Again� only the initial eye position was varied

Stimulation location� strength� and duration were held constant When the PFC of the

model is stimulated� saccades converge on a single region of space Depending on initial

eye position� saccades can be rightward� or leftward� as found in the data �Mann et al��

����� Tehovnik et al�� ����� The model can explain these data because the model PFC

codes targets in a head�centered coordinate system� and these targets get transformed in�

to motor error coordinates by using eye position information� as discussed earlier In the

model results� goal�directed saccades converged only to an approximate region in space due

to the limited number of cells in the model maps �coarse coding� In the monkey results�

it is likely that electrical stimulation does not accurately replicate typical cell activity

distributions� so the coding under these conditions may also be coarse

DISCUSSION

Adaptive Movement Calibration by Multiple Processing Streams

The simulations presented above show that the model can reproduce the saccadic adap�

tation transfer data� as well as data concerning vector and goal�directed saccades The

model suggests that these data are manifestations of multiple adaptive processing streams

which allow the saccadic system to react rapidly to perceptually salient targets from sev�

eral modalities� and still perform complex planned movements� without a loss of accuracy

The present model has three processing streams	 reactive� attentive� and planned� that

enable the brain to balance between the demands of momentary perceptual signals and

more cognitive plans The existence of three separately adaptable streams is suggested

by anatomical and lesion data �Schiller � Sandell� ����� Keating � Gooley� ����a� ����b�

Lynch� ������ as well as by the adaptation data which show that electrical� step� and scan�
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ning tasks can be adapted relatively independently of one another �Deubel� ����� Melis �

Van Gisbergen� ����� Deubel� �����

Correspondingly� each of the model streams participates in gain learning at the cerebel�

lum Each stream needs its own adaptable cerebellar gain weights because signals from a

large number of saccade�related brain areas converge on the SC and the PPRF Since some

areas are more active in certain tasks than in others� the total movement signal reaching

the SC and PPRF could change with task� even for saccadic targets of similar eccentricity

Saccade amplitude has been recently shown to depend on the activity and strength of col�

licular activity For example� Stanford� Freedman� and Sparks ������ varied the frequency

of electrical stimulation to the SC and found that the amplitude of a saccade evoked from

a particular point on the SC is not only a function of stimulation location Rather� the

stereotypical saccade amplitude for a particular site is obtained only with su�ciently high

stimulation frequency Below this level� saccades of smaller amplitude are produced The

FEF can also bypass the SC through direct connections with the PPRF �Schnyder� Reisine�

Hepp� � Henn� ����� Schlag�Rey� Schlag� � Dassonville� ����� Segraves� ����� With the

total amount of signal reaching the SC and PPRF being dependent on task� multiple sites

of learning are needed to calibrate the total movement signal in each task type

How Do Memory�Guided Saccades Get Calibrated�

One exception to adaptive independence are memory saccades Deubel ������ ����� found

that adaptation in a scanning task has a large e�ect on memory�guided saccades Based on

this data� Deubel ������ suggested that memory�guided saccades utilize FEF connections

to the saccade�generating circuits� and are thus a�ected by any changes in the FEF learned

gains Our present simulations support this view Why might memory targets� which

we believe are stored in the PFC� need to use the learned cerebellar gains of the FEF

pathway� One possible reason for this is that in a natural memory task� unlike those

typically performed in a lab� the target may not conveniently reappear after the saccade

Thus� in natural memory saccades� there may never be a visual teaching signal with which

to accurately adapt memory saccades For this reason� memory saccades may use the FEF�

which is active in planned visually�guided saccades� and can thus be adaptively tuned by

visual error signals

The model FEF receives both visual
attentive signals from the VC
PPC stage� as

well as memory�based signals from the PFC� and in this manner memory�based saccades

can use the FEF�s learned cerebellar gains This architecture is directly supported by
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anatomical studies �Fischer � Boch� ����� Schall� ����� Anderson� ����� Schall et al��

����� and indirectly supported by the �nding that memory�guided saccades are typically

hypometric and slower than visually�guided saccades �White� Sparks� � Stanford� ������ as

also occurs in the model In long�latency visually�guided saccades� the FEF receives both

visual
attentive input from the VC
PPC� as well as memory input from the PFC� since

the latency is su�cient to activate the model PFC However� in the memory condition�

the VC
PPC input is absent� since the target is no longer visible Thus� the FEF receives

less input in the memory case than in the long�latency visually�guided case We suggest

that this is one reason why memory saccades are typically hypometric and of relatively

low velocity

The proposal that memory�guided saccades are mediated through the FEF is also

consistent with the lesion data of Deng� Goldberg� Segraves� and Ungerleider ������ They

found that monkeys with lesions of the FEF have severe de�cits in the performance of

saccades to memorized targets This result is consistent with the present model since in

the model� memory�guided saccades are mediated through the FEF Thus� if the model

FEF was lesioned� memory signals from the PFC may be unable to reach the SC and

PPRF� and thus memory�guided saccades in the model would also show severe de�cits

In addition to the simulations presented in the Results section� the present model is

also consistent with a variety of other data Further support for the model comes from the

recent experiments of Brandt� Ploner� Meyer� Leistner� and Villringer ������ They found

that magnetic stimulation over area �� in the prefrontal cortex �PFC� impairs memory�

guided saccades Brandt et al� ������ also found that stimulation over the posterior parietal

cortex only impairs memory�guided saccades when applied within the sensory phase ��� ms

after target o�set�� but not during the memory phase ���� ms after target o�set� These

data support the model hypothesis that the PPC is involved in the attentional selection

of a target� whereas the PFC stores saccadic targets during a memory phase

Transfer of Saccadic Adaptation to Arm Movements

Further experimental support for the model hypothesis of a head map comes from the

�nding that there is some transfer of saccadic adaptation to arm movements �de Graaf�

Pelisson� Prablanc� � Go�art� ����� In these experiments� subjects performed a visually�

guided saccadic step task with target displacement The resulting saccadic adaptation was

found to signi�cantly modify hand pointing to a target Both data and model suggest that

the target representation for arm movements is body�centered� and that this body�centered
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representation is built by combining a head�centered target representation with neck in�

formation �Guenther� Bullock� Greve� � Grossberg� ����� Brotchie� Andersen� Snyder� �

Goodman� ����� If� as in our model� saccadic adaptation slowly modi�es the head map

weights in the PPC� and if this output signal is used in building a body�centered repre�

sentation� then such saccadic adaptation could a�ect the representation that is used to

control arm movements Thus� some saccadic learning would transfer to arm movements

The idea that the representation of space �in the model PPC� is reorganized by target

displacement is further supported by the data of Moidell and Bedell ������ They found

that saccadic adaptation modi�ed perceived visual direction in humans by ��� for gain

decreases� and ��� for gain increases This is in the same range of what de Graaf et al�

������ found for transfer to arm movements ����� in humans

Adaptive Di�erences Between Monkeys and Humans

Is it reasonable to try to apply a single model to both human and monkey data� If

the model is correct� then task�speci�c adaptation is a result of a need to calibrate the

inputs to superior colliculus and saccade generator from multiple sources whose distributed

activation may depend on task In humans� a large number of studies have� indeed� found

that learning depends on task �Erkelens � Hulleman� ����� Edelman � Goldberg� �����

Frens � van Opstal� ����� Deubel� ����� Edelman � Goldberg� ����� Fujita et al�� �����

Fuchs et al�� ����� Deubel� ����� In monkey� electrical stimulation studies have suggested

that learning in one task does not transfer to other tasks �Fitzgibbon et al�� ����� Edelman

� Goldberg� ����� Melis � Van Gisbergen� ������ although one study in monkey which

did not use electrical stimulation found signi�cant transfer of step task adaptation to

other tasks In particular� Fuchs et al� ������ found that in monkey� step task adaptation

transfers ��� to overlap trials� ��� to memory trials� and ��� to scanning trials� while

in humans� Deubel ������ found ��� ��� and ��� adaptation transfer� respectively

Why might the monkey data show signi�cant transfer� while the human data does not�

One possibility is that Fuchs et al� ������ used too large a target shift �between ��� and

����� while most human studies use between ��� and ��� Bridgeman et al� ������

showed that stimulus movements smaller than ��� are not detectable in humans Could

the monkeys have noticed the target shifts� and then consciously modi�ed their saccades�

perhaps believing that an accurate saccade was needed for reward� Fuchs et al� ������

noted that transfer between tasks for a single monkey was quite variable For example� in

one case� transfer from step adaptation to scanning was ���� but then they repeated the
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experiment on same monkey and got ���� Also� Fuchs et al� ������ found incomplete

transfer between step and scanning ������ which is far from the ���� expected if there

was only one site of learning in the saccadic system

Another possibility is that the three streams  reactive� attentive� and planned  are

less hierarchically organized� or exhibit a di�erent hierarchy� in monkeys than in humans

In our model� if the hierarchy of control was relaxed� for example� allowing the VC
PPC

stage to in�uence saccades in all tasks by reducing the bias toward planned sampling

signals in the cerebellar competition� then our model could reproduce the Fuchs et al�

������ �nding of signi�cant transfer We believe more experimentation is necessary to

further investigate the di�erences between monkey and human with respect to saccadic

adaptation

In all� our elaboration of the SACCART model demonstrates how map and gain learn�

ing can cooperate to produce accurate saccades The model�s multiple sources of learning

adaptively calibrate the total input to the saccade generator for all task types� resulting in

accurate saccades Computer simulations show that the model�s mechanisms can explain

the main trends in task�speci�c adaptation data Simulations also show that the model

can reproduce the �nding that adaptation transfer depends on saccade latency Electri�

cal stimulation of the model can produce vector or goal�directed saccades� depending on

which area of the model is stimulated The model also makes testable predictions about

adaptation transfer in cases that have not yet been experimentally studied

APPENDIX� MATHEMATICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION

This section describes the equations and parameters used in simulations of the model The

simulation was one�dimensional� with each layer consisting of a left and right side� with

twenty cells ��� per side The model equations were numerically integrated using a fourth

order Runge�Kutta algorithm with a �xed step size of ��� Activations we bounded from

below at zero Parameters were chosen to best �t the data However� the basic model

properties are robust to parameter choice

Retina

The target position�A� in head�centered coordinates� could vary between � �maximally left�

and � �maximally right� The location� �� on the retina activated by the target depends

on the position of the eye in the head� T � where T is the saccade generator�s tonic neuron
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activity� which codes eye position when the eye is not moving	

� � ��!A� T "�� ���

where !x"� in ��� stands for max�x��� The retinal map activity is	

Ri �

�
� 	 if i� � while target is on and eye movement is not occurring
� 	 otherwise

���

The retinal map activity is cleared during an eye movement in accordance with data

on saccadic suppression� which shows that visual function is strongly attenuated during

saccades �Shioiri � Cavanagh� ����� Li � Matin� ����� This is likely due to the high

velocity of saccades� as well as an active mechanism �Lo� ����� Zhu � Lo� �����

Superior Colliculus

The model�s superior colliculus is comprised of two cell layers or maps �Grossberg et al��

�����	 a peak decay �PD� layer and a spreading wave �SW� layer The model PD layer

represents the SC T cells or burst cells �Munoz � Wurtz� ����a� which display a �xed

peak of activity that decays as the saccade progresses The model SW layer corresponds

to the SC X cells or buildup cells which display a spreading wave of activity �Munoz �

Wurtz� ����b� The most rostral SW cells are called �xation cells since they are active

during �xation� and pause during saccades

Peak Decay at Burst Cells

The PD layer activities Pi at each position i receive excitatory input from the model

retina �Ri�� and from the corresponding position in the SW layer �Si�� as in Grossberg

et al� ������ To model the e�ect of direct electrical stimulation of the SC� the variable

�i represents the excitatory e�ect of stimulation The PD layer is inhibited by the model

mesencephalic reticular formation �M�� by �xation cell activity �S��� and by the substantia

nigra �Ni�	

dPi

dt
� ���Pi # ����� Pi���Ri # ���f�Si� # �i�� �� # Pk��M # ��S� # ���n�Ni��� ���

The excitatory input Si from the SW layer to the PD layer passes through the sigmoidal

signal function	
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f�x� �
x�

���� # x�
� ���

Nigral inhibition Ni of the PD layer passes through the sigmoidal signal function	

n�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ���

Spreading Wave at Buildup Cells

The activities Si of the SW layer are excited by the retina �Ri�� frontal eye �eld �FEF� input

�Fi�� visual cortex �VC� input �Hi�� the PD layer �Pi�� and self�excitatory connections The

term �i represents the excitatory e�ects of direct SC electrical stimulation A unit in the

SW layer is inhibited by the mesencephalic reticular formation �M�� by the �xation cells

�S��� by the substantia nigra �Ni�� and by other SW cells� as in	

dSi

dt
� ���Si # �� � Si�!Ri # �Fi #Hi # �

X
k

g�!Pk"
�hk�i� # ��c�Si� # �i" ���

�Si!��M # ��S� # �n�Ni� # ��
i��X

k�i���k ��i

c�Si�mk�i"�

where

g�x� � ����x����� ���

the spread of input from PD to TW is Gaussian	

hk�j � ���e
�����k�j��� ���

the SW feedback signal function equals

c�x� � !x � ����"�� ����

and the o��surround kernel is

mk�j � e���	�k�j��� ����
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Fixation Cells

The most rostral buildup cells are called �xation cells Fixation cell activities S� receive

excitatory input from a �xation signal ���� the FEF �F��� and from the retinal layer �R��

The �xation cells are inhibited by the burst and buildup cells	

dS�

dt
� ���S� # ���� S������ # �F� #R��� S����

�X
j�	

Sjpj # ��
�X

k�	

!Pk"
��� ����

where the �xation signal

� �

�
� 	 if t � time �xation o�
� 	 otherwise�

����

and the buildup input kernel equals

pj � ��e����j�� ����

Mesencephalic Reticular Formation

The mesencephalic reticular formation is active in equations ��� and ��� if there is activity

in the buildup cell layer	

M �

�
� 	

P�
j�	 Sj � �

� 	 otherwise
����

Substantia Nigra

Cell activity Ni in the model substantia nigra is excited by a constant arousal signal and

by the �xation signal � in ���� The nigral cells are inhibited by the VC
PPC �Hi� as well

as by the FEF �Fi�	

dNi

dt
� �� �Ni����� # ������ �Ni # ����n�Hi� # �n�Fi��� ����

Visual�Parietal Cortex

The model�s visual
parietal cortex map cell activity �H� is excited by the retina �R� The

activity decays rapidly in this map due to the high passive decay rate	

dHi

dt
� ����Hi # ����Hi�Ri �Hi

X
j ��i

Hj � ����
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The target is transformed from the retinotopic map representation into a head�centered

vector representation K �Andersen et al�� ����� This transformation is accomplished in

the simplest way possible in our simulations� since it is not the focus of our study Thus�

vector cell activity K is determined by multiplying map activity �Hi� by weights� Zi� and

by adding an eye position signal $ K was held at � when there was no target being stored

in the retinal map �H� The eye position signal $ is set equal to the saccade generator

tonic cell activity T when the SC �xation cell activity is greater than �� Thus� during

an eye movement� the value of $ does not change In all	

K �
�X

i��

q�Hi�Zi #$� ����

where

q�x� �

�
� 	 if x��
� 	 otherwise

����

Weights Zi were learned by using eye position after a saccade as a teaching signal	

dZi

dt
� ��b�Hi��$ �K� ����

where

b�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

The continuous learning gate b�Hi� in ���� allows some learning even if activity Hi is small

Prefrontal Cortex

The parietal head�centered vector K is transformed to a head�centered map representation

Q in prefrontal cortex �PFC� This transformation is accomplished by using gradients in the

connection weights between the vector cells and the map cells� as well as in the thresholds

for the cells in the spatial map �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ������ namely�

Qi � !�K � ���%i � &i"
� ����

where weights

%i � �����i ����

and thresholds



��

&i � ������i	� ����

Both %i and &i are assumed to increase with i� however� &i increases faster�than�linear

This mechanism is illustrated in Figure � 

�Figure ��

The weight and threshold gradients produce a maximally activated position in the map

which varies with the vector cell activation K The distribution of activity in the map cells

Q is illustrated by Figure �B The three oblique solid lines plot K%i for three values of K

��� �� and �� The faster�than�linear dotted line plots threshold values &i The activity of

a map cell is the di�erence between a solid and the dotted line The three vertical lines

in the Figure denote the peak in the map activity distribution for K������ Note that for

higher vector values K� the location of the peak shifts toward the right

The map activity is normalized and contrast�enhanced to concentrate all activity at

the maximal activated position by a recurrent on�center� o��surround network �Grossberg�

����� which chooses a single winning location The term 'i represents direct electrical

stimulation of the PFC	

dYi

dt
� ���Yi # ��� Yi����Qi # ��u�Yi� # ��'i� � ��Yi�

X
k ��i

u�Yk�� ����

where

u�x� �
x


��
 # x

� ����

Frontal Eye Field

The frontal eye �eld activities� Fi� receive excitatory input from both the visual cortex �Hi�

and the prefrontal cortex Input from the prefrontal cortex is �rst transformed from the

head�centered representation of PFC to the retinotopically�consistent vector representation

of the FEF This transformation is accomplished by �rst transforming the prefrontal head�

centered map representation� Yi� into a vector� V � by using a weight gradient (i� from

which an eye position signal �T � is subtracted	

V � �
�X

i��

w�Yi�(i�� T� ����

The weight gradient in ���� was learned After a target is foveated� the SC �xation

cells become activated This triggers model head�map learning Learning decreases the



��

di�erence �error� between the estimate of the head�centered target location V and the �nal

eye position signal T �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Learning is gated by activity in the

prefrontal map Y 	

d(i

dt
� ���w�Yi��V � T � ����

and

w�x� �

�
� 	 if x ��
� 	 otherwise

����

The retinotopic vector �V � is then transformed into a retinotopic map �Ci� by using a

weight %i and threshold &i gradient� namely�

Ci � !V %i � &i"
� ����

with weights

%i � �����i ����

and thresholds

&i � ������i	� ����

Map activity �Ci� is then normalized to produce a single peak of activity in map Di�

namely�

Di � �
Ci

max�Ci� # �������
���� ����

Map D excites the frontal eye �eld map F  Map F also receives excitatory input from

visual cortex H An F map cell is inhibited by other F cells� as well as by the contralateral

F map The FEF is also strongly inhibited by a gating process with activity G� which is

modeled here for simplicity as directly in�uencing FEF but may act in vivo more indirectly�

say via basal ganglia gating �Hikosaka � Wurtz� ����� The gating cell is on until a target

is loaded into the PFC	

dFi

dt
� ����Fi#���Fi���y�D�#�l�Hi�#�z�Fi���Fi��

X
k ��i

z�Fk� #�
�X

k��

z�FContra
k � #��G�

����



��

where

y�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

l�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

z�x� �
x


��
 # x

� ����

and

dG

dt
� �� �G��� � �G# �����

�X
k��

a�Yk� ����

with

a�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

Cerebellum

Each of the three model streams participates in gain learning� which occurs in the model

cerebellum The SC� VC� and FEF each send sampling signals� X� to the cerebellum

These sampling signals represent a pathway�s eligibility for learning The sampling signals

compete through mutual inhibition In all	

dXsc
i

dt
� ���Xsc

i # ���Xsc
i �r�Pi� � �X

sc
i # ��������

�X
j��

a�Xvc
j � # �

�X
j��

d�Xfef
j ��� ����

dXvc
i

dt
� ���Xvc

i # ���Xvc
i ��r�Hi�� �X

vc
i # ���������

�X
j��

e�Xfef
j ��� ����

and

dXfef
i

dt
� ���Xfef

i # ���X
fef
i �r�Fi�� �X

fef
i # ������

�X
j��

o�Xvc
j ��� ����

where

r�x� �
x


��
 # x

� ����



��

a�x� �

�
� 	 if x � ��
� 	 otherwise�

����

d�x� �
x


��
 # x

� ����

e�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

and

o�x� �
x	

��	 # x	
� ����

Learning is triggered in the cerebellum by the teaching signals )l �left� and )r �right�

The onset of a visual target� or the reappearance of a target after a saccade� triggers a

teaching signal The magnitude of the teaching signal depends on the error B� where B

is the retinotopic location of the target on the retina A visual target in the right retina

activates the teaching signal	

)r � ���B� ����

and a visual target in the left retina activates the teaching signal	

)l � ���B� ����

The teaching signal is on for one integration step The adaptive gain weights �W � learn

when both the sampling signal X and the teaching signal ) are simultaneously on Op�

ponent learning allows weights to either increase or decrease and thus correct saccadic

undershoots or overshoots �Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� The learning rules are given

by	

dW sc
i

dt
� ���Xsc

i �)l �)r�� ����

dW
ppc
i

dt
� ��Xppc

i �)l �)r�� ����

and

dW fef
i

dt
� ��Xfef

i �)l �)r�� ����



��

Paramedian Pontine Reticular Formation

With planned� attentive� and reactive targets in a common motor�error map representation

in the SC� they can compete to select a target position to which the eye will move For

this movement to be accomplished� the target representation is converted from the spatial

code of the SC to the temporal code of the oculomotor neurons This transformation is

thought to be accomplished by the saccade�related parts of the reticular formation �Robin�

son� ����� Jurgens� Becker� � Kornhuber� ����� Grossberg � Kuperstein� ����� Scudder�

����� Gancarz � Grossberg� ����b� The reticular saccade generator �SG� circuit used

in the model is able to quantitatively reproduce saccadic staircases� smooth staircases�

interrupted saccades� straight oblique saccades� and saccade velocity saturating after sac�

cade amplitude� among other data properties For a functional rationale of the SG circuit

below� see Gancarz and Grossberg �����b�

The model SG circuit receives input from the PD and SW layers of the superior col�

liculus� as well as from the cerebellum The subscripts l and r refer to the left and right

side of the SG� respectively Only the right side equations are listed� as the left and right

side of the model are described by symmetric equations

The total input to the long�lead burst neuron �LLBN� �right side� of the SG is denoted

by Ir and the resultant LLBN activity by Lr The LLBN receives strong input from

the superior colliculus peak decay layer� P � and spreading wave layer� S� and adaptively

weighted input from the cerebellum� X� from each of the model�s three streams The

LLBN is inhibited by the input Il to the left side of the SG� and by the right short�lead

inhibitory burst neuron �IBN� activity Br	

Ir � ��
�X

i��

!�k�Si� # �k�Pi� # n�Xsc
i �W

sc
i # s�Xppc

i �W
ppc
i # j�Xfef

i �W
fef
i " ����

where

k�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

s�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

j�x� �
x�

��� # x�
� ����

and



��

dLr

dt
� ����Lr # Ir � �Il � �Br� ����

The right short�lead excitatory burst neurons �EBN� receive excitatory input from the

right LLBNs� as well as an arousal signal �set equal to �� They are inhibited by the left

LLBNs� as well as by the OPNs via a signal v�O� A model eye movement is considered to

be occurring whenever there is greater than zero activity� Er or El in one or both of the

saccade generator EBNs	

dEr

dt
� ����Er # �Lr � �Ll # �� ��v�O�� ����

The right inhibitory burst neurons �IBN� are excited by the ipsilateral EBNs and send

inhibitory feedback to the ipsilateral LLBNs in ����	

dBr

dt
� ����Br # �Er� ����

Omnipause neurons receive excitatory input from an arousal signal ���� as well as the SC

�xation cells �S�� They are also inhibited by all the LLBNs	

dO

dt
� ���O # ���O����� # ��S�� � ����O # ����v�Ll� # v�Lr�� ����

using the signal function	

v�x� �
x


��
 # x

� ����

Tonic neurons integrate the EBN bursts via a push�pull opponent organization	

dTr

dt
� ���Er �El�� ����

Map Reset

At the end of a saccade� the SN �N�� FEF �F �� and VC �H� maps were reset by hand

In vivo an active reset mechanism for regions like FEF may be operative Such an active

reset process has been used to explain other types of cortical data �Carpenter � Grossberg�

����� Francis� Grossberg� � Mingolla� �����	

Ni � �� ����



��

Fi � �� ����

and

Hi � �� ����

Computational Details

Target position� timing� and duration as well as other stimulus parameters for the various

simulated tasks are as follows A unit time interval of simulation time was set equal to

�� ms of real world time Target position �A� of Equation � �in head coordinates� was

�� for all adaptation tasks At the beginning of each trial� the eye was centered in the

orbit� and the �xation point ��� was on In adaptation trials� the target location �A�

was displaced toward the initial �xation by �� at the end of the initial saccade In the

simulations of electrical stimulation of the superior colliculus� ��� �stimulation strength to

SC cell number ��� of Equations � and � was set equal to ��� for the �rst ��� ms of a

trial Fixation was turned o� at time of �� ms A visual target was turned on at time ���

ms �during the electrically elicited saccade� In model step trials� the target was turned on

at time �� ms� the same time the �xation point was turned o� In model scanning trials�

the target was turned on at time �� ms� and the �xation point was turned o� at time ���

ms� which resulted in saccadic latencies of ��� ms This latency is comparable to those

found experimentally during a scanning task �Deubel� ����� ������ and was between the

model step latency� and overlap latency In model overlap trials� the target was turned on

at time �� ms� and the �xation point was turned o� at time ��� ms� resulting in overlap

times similar to that used in �Deubel� ����� In the latency e�ect simulations �Figure �B��

�xation o�set time was varied between time �� ms and ��� ms� thus producing a range of

saccade latencies over which to compare step to overlap transfer In calculating saccade

latency� an additional ��ms was added to account for the temporal delay of signals from

the retina to visual cortex� not considered in the model In memory trials� a visible target

was �ashed for ���ms �between times �� ms and ���ms� The same target �ash duration

was used in �Deubel� ����� The �xation point was turned o� at time of ��� ms In the

vector saccade simulation �Figure �B�� model superior colliculus electrical stimulation ��

�in Equations � and �� was set to ��� for SC cell number � In the goal�directed saccade

simulation �Figure �D�� electrical stimulation '� of the prefrontal cortex �Equation ���

was set to ��� for PFC cell number �
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TABLE AND FIGURE CAPTIONS

Table �� Comparing experimental �left� and simulated �right� learning transfer across a

variety of tasks Experimental entries where data do not exist are labeled with a ���� and

the corresponding simulated values are model predictions Monkey data �step to electrical�

and electrical to step� from Melis and Van Gisbergen ������ Human data from Deubel

������

Figure �� A	 Step task Solid line represents the target position as a function of time

Dotted line shows eye position� while the dashed line shows the �xation point Target is

displaced during saccade B	 Typical saccadic adaptation pro�le in the target displacement

task Target is displaced during the adapt phase Target is no longer displaced during the

extinguish phase

Figure 	� Other target displacement tasks which result in saccadic adaptation A	 Elec�

trical task B	 Memory task C	 Overlap task D	 Scanning task

Figure 
� A	 Simpli�ed diagram of the SACCART model B	 The extended model

contains three processing streams	 reactive� attentive� and planned Motor error �ME��

paramedian pontine reticular formation �PPRF�� visual cortex �VC�� posterior parietal

cortex �PPC�� prefrontal cortex �PFC�� frontal eye �elds �FEF�� superior colliculus �SC��

paramedian pontine reticular formation �PPRF�

Figure �� A	 Model learning sites Map learning sites shown by the triangles� gain

learning by the half circles B	 Gain learning Sampling signals from each of the model

streams �only reactive shown here� send sampling signals mediated by parallel �bers �PF�

to the cerebellum �CBLM� The sampling signals are multiplied by adaptive weights If a

post�saccadic error exists� the cerebellar weights are modi�ed by a visual teaching signal

which is mediated by climbing �bers �CF� Superior colliculus �SC�� paramedian pontine

reticular formation �PPRF�

Figure �� A	 Results from experiment in which step trails were adapted �dots�� and

electrical trials were tested �triangles� !Reprinted from Fitzgibbon� Goldberg and Segraves

������ with permission" B	 Simulation of step adaptation data �dots�� with electrical trials



interspersed �triangles� Like the experimental data� model step task adaptation does not

a�ect saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of the superior colliculus C	 Simulation in

which electrical trials were adapted �triangles�� with step trials interspersed �dots� There

is very little learning transfer from the electrical to the step trials

Figure � A	 Learning transfer from step task to overlap task depends on saccade delay

!Reprinted from Deubel ������ with permission" B	 Simulation of saccade delay e�ect

Figure �� A	 When saccades are evoked by electrical stimulation of the superior colliculus�

saccade amplitude and direction do not depend on initial eye position �Schiller and Stryker�

����� Model simulation in which model superior colliculus was stimulated from four

di�erent initial eye positions Model saccades are of the same amplitude and direction B	

Goal�directed saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of the dorsomedial frontal cortex

tend to terminate in a particular region of craniotopic space �Tehovnik� Lee� and Schiller�

����� Goal�directed saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of a single site in the model

prefrontal cortex Only initial eye position was varied Each of the model saccades brings

the eye to approximately the same position in the head

Figure �� A	 Vector to map conversion is accomplished using weight ��lled half circles�

and threshold �&� gradients !Figure adapted from Aguilar�Pelaez ������ with permission"

B	 Solid lines showK%i for three values of K� while the dotted line shows threshold values

Map activity is the di�erence between the solid line and the dotted line The peak of the

map activity for K������ is plotted by the vertical lines
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